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Abstract

Cirrus cloud optical and structural properties were measured above southern Wisconsin in two time segments between 18:07 and 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989. These clouds were measured using the University of Wisconsin–Madison Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL), the University of Wisconsin–Madison High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL), and the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) situated on GOES. The VIL imaged the cirrus cloud structure within a mesoscale volume and detected cirrus cloud cover percentages of 81.5% and 76.8% for the two time periods. A series of RTIs were created from the VIL cirrus scans to simulate many vertically pointing lidars situated across the wind. The cloud cover percentages for the individual RTIs ranged from 54.7% to 100%. The variation of the cirrus cloud features across the wind indicate the sampling errors associated with point measurements when they are used to describe the mesoscale cirrus cloud structure. The average cloud length along the wind was 130 km while the average cloud length across the wind was 14 km. The distance between clouds was 273 km along the wind and 24 km across the wind.

A new technique was used to calculate the cirrus cloud visible aerosol backscatter cross sections for a single channel elastic backscatter lidar. Cirrus clouds were viewed simultaneously by the VIL and the HSRL. This allowed the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections to be directly compared to the VIL single channel backscattered signal. This first attempt resulted in an adequate calibration. The calibration was extended to all the cirrus clouds in the mesoscale volume imaged by the VIL. This enabled the VIL backscattered signal to be converted into aerosol backscatter cross sections at a resolution of 2 to 3 km along the wind direction and a 60 m resolution both horizontally across the wind and in the vertical. Usage of a constant aerosol backscatter phase function (0.0499 sr⁻¹) enabled the calculation of extinction cross sections at each data point in the VIL observed mesoscale volume. This allowed for the cirrus cloud visible scattering optical depths to be calculated throughout the imaged volume. The VIL volume was viewed from the position
of the GOES to directly compare the VIL visible scattering optical depths to the VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The resulting ratio of the visible scattering optical depths to the infrared absorption optical depths was approximately 2:1.
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1 Introduction

Cirrus clouds have a direct impact on the radiation balance of the Earth-Atmosphere system. These clouds reflect a portion of the incoming solar radiation and partially absorb the outgoing infrared radiation. The reflection of the incoming solar radiation reduces the energy added to the system. The partial absorption of the outgoing infrared radiation reduces the energy lost to space. This occurs because the cirrus clouds absorb the upwelling infrared radiation and radiate energy at longer wavelengths (associated with the lower temperatures at the cirrus cloud heights) in all directions. The energy radiated downward by the cloud is put back into the system, warming the levels beneath the cloud, while a reduced amount of upwelling infrared radiation leaves the system. Since the effective temperature of the planet is dependent upon the balance between the incoming and outgoing radiation, the change in the radiation balance caused by cirrus clouds has to be understood to predict future climate change.

The cirrus cloud morphological and optical properties alter the Earth's radiation balance. The cloud structural properties which affect the radiation balance are: the cloud height, latitude, and the frequency of cloud occurrence. The height of the cirrus cloud governs its radiative temperature. Since the cirrus cloud height, the insolation, and the Earth's surface temperature are functions of latitude, the effect of cirrus clouds on the radiative balance also changes with latitude (Platt (1981), p. 674-676). The frequency of occurrence of the cirrus clouds will control the overall impact of these clouds on the radiative balance. The more often cirrus clouds occur, the greater their effect will be on the global energy balance. The optical properties of the cirrus clouds moderate both the incoming and the outgoing radiation. The scattering properties of ice crystals at visible wavelengths control the amount of downwelling solar radiation reaching the lower atmosphere while the absorptive and scattering properties of the ice crystals at infrared wavelengths governs the amount of infrared radiation escaping to space.

Climatologies have been compiled to determine the cirrus cloud frequency
around the planet. Although there have been many cloud climatologies over the years, few have dealt with cirrus cloud coverage. One of the first extensive cloud climatologies to include cirrus clouds was compiled by London (1957). He assembled a large number of surface cloud observations from the Northern Hemisphere recorded in the 1930's and the 1940's and separated them according to cloud types, one of which was cirrus clouds. Recent climatologies have been compiled by Barton (1983), Woodbury and McCormick (1986), Prabhakara et al. (1988), Wylie and Menzel (1989), and Warren (1985). While the instruments and techniques used in these studies differ, each of these climatologies is limited by a lack of detailed global coverage. One cirrus climatology which was not regionally limited was compiled by Wylie et al. (1993). This four year cloud climatology used the NOAA polar orbiting HIRS (High resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder) multispectral infrared data. The cirrus clouds, detected using the CO$_2$ slicing technique (Smith and Platt (1978), p. 1797–1798), were present in 42% of the satellite observations on the average.

Cirrus cloud climatologies have been compiled from ground based point measurements and area averaged satellite data. The satellite and ground based instruments measure different atmospheric scales. The satellite climatology compiled by Wylie et al. (1993) averages 20 km by 20 km pixels containing cirrus clouds to produce 2° latitude by 3° longitude grids. The ground based point measurements observed only a small portion of the atmospheric structure (which may or may not contain cirrus clouds) which is advected over the instrument position. The cirrus cloud structure on a scale between the point measurements and the area averaged satellite measurements, the mesoscale, is unknown. In some cases, the mesoscale cirrus cloud structure has been inferred from point measurements. To ascertain the variability of the cirrus clouds on this intermediate scale, and thereby the accuracy of cirrus cloud point measurements in determining the overall cirrus cloud structure, cirrus clouds have to be measured throughout a mesoscale volume. One instrument capable of making these measurements is a volume imaging lidar.

The cirrus cloud optical properties, which depend directly upon the particle
composition, shape, size, and number density, also affect the Earth's radiation budget. In situ measurements have been used to determine the cirrus cloud particle composition, size, shape, and number density. Cirrus clouds consist of ice crystals with maximum lengths typically in the range of 20-2000 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Liou (1986), p. 1172). These crystals are large compared to visible wavelength radiation and are approximately equal to or greater than the wavelengths of infrared radiation.

A relationship has been used by climate modelers to parameterize the cirrus cloud visible and infrared optical properties. From Mie theory, as a spherical particle becomes large compared to the wavelength of the incident light, the scattering efficiency of the particle converges to two while the absorption efficiency of the particle converges to one (Liou (1980), p. 139). Since the cirrus cloud ice crystals are large compared to the wavelength of visible radiation and since the complex part of the index of refraction (which is associated with absorption by the particle) at visible wavelengths is small, scattering will dominate the interaction of solar radiation with the ice crystals. At infrared wavelengths, absorption will dominate the interaction between the ice particles and the radiation since the cirrus cloud ice crystals are highly absorbing at 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Dorsey (1940), p. 491). Due to the differing radiative properties of the ice crystals at the two wavelengths, the cirrus cloud optical properties at visible and infrared wavelengths has be related through Mie theory by a ratio of efficiencies, the scattering efficiency divided by the absorption efficiency. This ratio is approximately two when the particle absorption equals the particle emission at infrared wavelengths. This efficiency ratio can also be stated in terms of the cirrus cloud optical depth at the two different wavelengths: the visible scattering optical depth divided by the infrared absorption optical depth multiplied by a ratio of visible extinction efficiency to the infrared extinction efficiency. Both models and cirrus cloud measurements have been used to test this optical depth relationship for nonspherical ice crystals. A model Minnis (1991) used three size distributions of hexagonal ice crystals and calculated a ratio for the optical depths ranging from 2.06 to 2.22. For these calculations, it was assumed that the extinction efficiencies at the two wavelengths were equal.
Measurements from a FIRE (First ISCCP Cloud Climatology Project) IFO (Intensive Field Operation) which used ground based and satellite based instruments suggested a 2.13 ratio between the visible and infrared optical depths for the cirrus clouds (Minnis et al. (1990)). To calculate the visible optical depths for the FIRE data from the measured visible radiances, the ground albedo and the cloud cover within each pixel had to be known. Measurements by Platt et al. (1980) from a ground based lidar and satellite radiometers suggested a ratio less than 2.0. A method is described in this thesis which allows for the calculation of the visible optical depths for cirrus clouds in a mesoscale volume using a ground based volume imaging lidar. Knowledge of the cirrus cloud visible optical depths over a mesoscale region allows for a direct comparison with the cirrus cloud infrared optical depths measured by satellite radiometers for the same region. This method of comparing the cirrus clouds on the mesoscale can also be used to validate the cirrus cloud detection techniques from satellite radiometers.

This thesis quantitatively describes the variability of the cirrus cloud optical and morphological properties within a mesoscale volume measured by the University of Wisconsin Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL). The cirrus cloud cover within the measured volume is calculated and compared to cirrus cloud point measurements made with the University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL). The difference between the point and area cloud covers is used to illustrate the importance of sampling errors in single point measurements when they are used to describe cirrus clouds throughout a mesoscale volume. This is accomplished by estimating the change in solar flux at the surface of the Earth using the difference in the average cloud cover detected by the two lidars and the measured cirrus cloud visible optical depths. The visible scattering properties of the cirrus clouds are also calculated throughout the mesoscale volume. This is achieved by directly calibrating the VIL backscattered signal to the cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections measured by the HSRL. This is possible since both instruments were aligned to simultaneously view the same cirrus clouds. The variability of the cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections will be determined
using the calibrated VIL signal within the mesoscale volume. The cirrus cloud visible scattering properties can then be used to calculate the visible optical depth of the cirrus clouds in the volume. These visible optical depths will then be directly compared to the infrared optical depths for the cirrus clouds calculated from VAS (VISSR Atmospheric Sounder) radiance measurements. The ratio of the visible and infrared optical depths is compared to Mie theory and results from previous experiments.

2 Instrumentation

The instruments used in this study are the University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL), the University of Wisconsin Volume Imaging Lidar (VIL), and the VISSR (Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) situated on the GOES satellite. These instruments were part of CRSPE (University of Wisconsin–Madison Cirrus Remote Sensing Pilot Experiment) (Ackerman et al. (1993)).

2.1 HSRL

The HSRL is a dual channel vertically pointing lidar with high spectral resolution. This instrument makes point measurements (line measurements in time) of the atmospheric structure advected over its position by the wind. The HSRL transmits radiation at a wavelength of 532 nm and was used to determine the visible aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume, optical depths, and if the particulate and gaseous absorption are negligible, aerosol backscatter phase functions. The HSRL has an advantage over single channel lidar systems because it separates the backscattered radiation into a part due to aerosols and a part due to molecules. This separation is possible because the signal backscattered from the molecules is Doppler broadened while the larger, bulkier aerosols have little effect on the wavelength of the scattered light. This two channel approach enables
a direct calculation of the atmospheric extinction and aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume. The advantage of this system over a single channel lidar system can be seen by first examining the single channel lidar equation and then the dual channel lidar equation. The equation for a single channel lidar system is:

\[ P(R) = \frac{E_o c A_r}{2R^2} [\beta'_a(180, R) + \beta'_m(180, R)] \exp^{-2 \int_0^R \beta_s(r')dr'} + M(R) + b \]  

where:

- \( R \) = range (m)
- \( P(R) \) = power incident on (and within the field of view of) the receiver within the spectral bandpass of the instrument (W)
- \( E_o \) = transmitted energy (J)
- \( c \) = speed of light (m s\(^{-1}\))
- \( A_r \) = area of the receiver (m\(^2\))
- \( \beta'_a(180, R) \) = aerosol backscatter cross section per unit volume (m\(^{-1}\) sr\(^{-1}\)) where:
  \[ \beta'_a(180, R) = \beta_a(R) \frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi} \]  
- \( \beta_a(R) \) = aerosol scattering cross section per unit volume (m\(^{-1}\))
- \( \frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi} \) = aerosol backscatter phase function (sr\(^{-1}\))
- \( \beta'_m(180, R) \) = molecular backscatter cross section per unit volume (m\(^{-1}\) sr\(^{-1}\)) where:
  \[ \beta'_m(180, R) = \beta_m(R) \frac{3}{8\pi} \]
\[ \beta_m(R) = \text{molecular scattering cross section per unit volume (m}^{-1}\text{)} \]
\[ \frac{3}{8\pi} = \text{molecular backscatter phase function (sr}^{-1}\text{)} \]
\[ \beta_i(R) = \text{extinction cross section per unit volume (m}^{-1}\text{)} \]
\[ M(R) = \text{multiple scattering contribution incident on the receiver within the field of view of the instrument (W)} \]
\[ b = \text{background radiation incident on the receiver within the bandpass and field of view of the receiver (W)} \]

Equation 1 contains two unknowns, \( \beta'_a(180, R) \) and \( \beta_i(R) \) (since \( \beta_m(R) \) can be calculated from a radiosonde profile). This equation can be solved by either finding a relationship between \( \beta'_a(180, R) \) and \( \beta_i(R) \) or by using a calibration source to directly determine one of these two variables. In the former case, the Klett method has been used to solve the lidar equation. This method assumes a power law relationship between \( \beta'_a(180, R) \) and \( \beta_i(R) \) (Klett (1981)):

\[ \beta'_a(180, R) = \text{const} \cdot \beta_i^k(R) \quad (4) \]

where \( k \), which is generally in the interval \( 0.67 \leq k \leq 1.0 \) (Klett (1981), p. 212), depends on both the lidar wavelength and various aerosol properties which include the aerosol shape, composition, and number distribution. The power law relationship can be substituted into the differential form of the logarithmic lidar equation:

\[ \frac{dS(R)}{dR} = \frac{1}{\beta'_a(180, R)} \frac{d\beta'_a(180, R)}{dR} - 2\beta_i(R) \quad (5) \]

where:

\[ S(R) = \ln \left( \frac{R^2 P(R)}{E_0} \right) \quad (6) \]
to get the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation:

$$\frac{dS(R)}{dR} = \frac{k}{\beta_c(R)} \frac{d\beta_c(R)}{dR} - 2\beta_c(R).$$

(7)

This equation has the same form as the Bernoulli equation and is easily solved. If $k$ is assumed to be a constant, then the solution to Equation 7 is:

$$\beta_c = \exp\left[\frac{(S - S_m)/k}{\beta_{mc}^{-1} - \int_s^{r_m} \exp\left[(S - S_m)/k\right] dr'}\right]$$

(8)

where $S_m = S(r_m)$ and $\beta_{mc} = \beta_c(r_m)$ (Klett (1981), p. 213). This solution assumes that the backscatter by the atmospheric aerosols dominates the molecular backscatter. At 1064 nm, the wavelength of the VIL, this assumption is valid and Equation 8 can be used to solve the lidar equation. To maintain the stability and accuracy of the solution, Equation 8 has to be integrated backwards from far ranges. The dependence of this form of the solution on $\beta_{mc}$ decreases with decreasing $r$.

Equation 1 can also be solved by using a calibration source. Previous studies have used the lidar signal above or below cirrus clouds as the calibration source. It has been assumed that the backscattered radiation at the chosen height was the result of only molecular scattering (Sassen (1989)). This method used a constant multiple scattering correction factor and made an additional assumption for a constant backscatter to extinction ratio for the cirrus particles. Uncertainties in this method are largely due to aerosols in the calibration layer which cause a larger than expected signal for the molecular backscatter. This leads to smaller than expected aerosol backscatter cross sections which cause underestimates in the cirrus cloud visible optical depth calculations.

For the two channel approach used by the HSRL, Equation 1 was separated into two equations: one for molecular backscatter and one for aerosol backscatter (Shipley et al. (1983)): 
\[
N_m(R)R^2 = \frac{N_o c}{2} A_r \beta_m(R) \frac{3}{8\pi} \exp^{-2\int_0^R \beta_m(r')dr'} 
\]

\[
N_a(R)R^2 = \frac{N_o c}{2} A_r \beta_a(R) \frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi} \exp^{-2\int_0^R \beta_a(r')dr'} 
\]

where:

- \(N_m(R)\) = number of incident photons on the receiver per unit time which were scattered by molecules from range \(R\)
- \(N_a(R)\) = number of incident photons on the receiver per unit time which were scattered by aerosols from range \(R\)
- \(N_o\) = number of transmitted photons
- \(\beta_m'(180, R)\) = molecular backscattering cross section per unit volume (\(m^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\)) which depends upon the pressure and temperature of the air with height:

\[
\beta_m'(180, R) = \frac{p(R)C_{air}}{T(R)} 
\]

where:

- \(p(R)\) = air pressure at range \(R\) (\(\text{Pa}\))
- \(T(R)\) = air temperature at range \(R\) (\(\degree\text{K}\))
- \(C_{air}\) = \(4.51944 \cdot 10^{-9} \degree\text{K Pa}^{-1} \text{ m}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\) (at 532 nm).

A rawinsonde profile gives the needed information to solve Equation 11. Using the calculated \(\beta_m(R)\) at each range (using Equation 3 and Equation 11), \(\beta_a(R)\) can be determined by inverting Equation 9:

\[
\beta_a(R) = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{d(\ln(N_m(R)R^2))}{dR} - \frac{d(\ln(\beta_m(R)))}{dR} \right]. 
\]

Equation 11 gives a calibrated target at every range. This calibration target can be used to solve for the aerosol backscatter cross section per unit volume by
taking the ratio of the two scattering equations (Equation 9 and Equation 10) and rearranging terms:

\[
\beta'_a(180, R) = \beta_m(R) \frac{3}{8\pi} \frac{N_a(R)}{N_m(R)}. \tag{13}
\]

If gaseous and particulate absorption are negligible (extinction is just a result of scattering processes) then the aerosol scattering cross section is:

\[
\beta_a(R) = \beta_c(R) - \beta_m(R). \tag{14}
\]

The integration of \(\beta_c(R)\) with range determines the aerosol visible optical depth \(\tau_v\):

\[
\tau_v = \int_0^R \beta_c(r') dr'. \tag{15}
\]

Knowledge of \(\beta_a(R)\) enables the calculation of the aerosol backscatter phase function:

\[
\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi} = \beta_m(R) \frac{3}{8\pi} \frac{N_a(R)}{\beta_a(R) N_m(R)}. \tag{16}
\]

This set of equations shows the advantage of the HSRL over a single channel lidar system. The HSRL configuration allows for the direct calculation of the cirrus cloud visible optical depth, aerosol backscatter cross sections, and aerosol backscatter phase functions (if gaseous and particulate absorption are negligible).

2.2 VIL

The VIL is an elastic backscatter lidar which measures the three dimensional atmospheric structure. This instrument scans the atmosphere in both azimuth and elevation angles using a wavelength of 1064 nm. The VIL typically scans the
atmospheric structure in two directions, parallel and perpendicular to the wind direction at the cirrus cloud heights. A series of cross wind scans enables a three dimensional reconstruction of the cirrus clouds. This three dimensional view, using the advection of the clouds by the wind as the third dimension, reveals the cirrus mesoscale cloud morphology.

For CRSPE, the VIL scanned the atmosphere at approximately 9° a second with a time resolution of 85 seconds between consecutive scans. A typical VIL cirrus scan can be seen in Figure 1. The top cloud picture is a cross wind scan and the bottom picture is an along wind scan. The cross wind scan started at 357° (north), scanned overhead, and ended at 177°. This is called the cross wind scan because it was almost perpendicular to the wind direction at the cirrus cloud heights (the wind was approximately from the west-northwest at the cirrus cloud heights). After the completion of the cross wind scan, the azimuth angle of the system was rotated 90° to begin the along wind scan. This scan started at 267°, scanned overhead, and completed at 87° (toward the east). This X scan was performed almost continuously for a three hour time period (18:08 - 21:20 GMT). For CRSPE, the VIL scanned 120 km of the atmosphere in the horizontal extent with a maximum distance between data points of 60 m.

The two VIL scan directions allow for two different views of the cirrus clouds. Precipitation from the cirrus clouds can be seen in the along wind scan due to the wind shear at the cirrus cloud heights. This can be seen in the bottom picture in Figure 1. The slope of the cirrus clouds with distance results from wind shear. The along wind scan also shows the cirrus clouds which will be advected over the VIL at later times. The cross wind scans show the cirrus cloud structure perpendicular to the wind. The cirrus clouds seen in the cross wind scans during this experiment usually had a higher degree of spatial variability than those observed in the along wind scans. These variations across the wind would not be seen by a vertically pointing ground based instrument.
Figure 1: Typical cirrus clouds seen from 18:08 to 19:24 GMT. The x-axis is the distance from the VIL and the y-axis is height. The top picture is a cross wind scan; scanning from the North (357°) to the South (177°). The bottom picture is an along wind scan, scanning from West (267°) to East (87°). The scan times are given in local time (CST). Both scans show the cirrus cloud variability. Precipitating cirrus clouds are seen in the along wind scan.
2.3 VAS

The VAS, a radiometer on the GOES satellite, detects infrared radiation in 12 spectral bands that lie between 3.9 and 15 μm at 7 km or 14 km resolution (depending on the detector used) while also measuring at visible wavelengths with a 1 km resolution. The infrared channels have a 7 km resolution at nadir above the equator and a 10 km resolution viewing the atmosphere above Madison, Wisconsin. The upwelling longwave radiation in the 11 μm channel was used to determine the cirrus cloud infrared emissivity and optical depth. The upwelling radiation was converted into a temperature for each pixel using Planck's Radiation Law. The cirrus infrared emissivity was then calculated using the following equation:

\[
\epsilon_{ir} = \frac{T_{sfc}^4 - T_{sat}^4}{T_{sfc}^4 - T_{cl}^4}
\]  

(17)

where:

- \(T_{sfc}\) = brightness temperature for a clear pixel
- \(T_{sat}\) = brightness temperature detected by the radiometer
- \(T_{cl}\) = temperature at the mid-cloud height.

\(T_{sfc}\) used in Equation 17 was determined from a satellite pixel where it was assumed that no clouds were present (a clear pixel). Clear pixels were determined with help from the VIL since subvisible cirrus clouds were present during the experiment. The cirrus mid-cloud heights were calculated from the VIL cross wind scans. The cloud temperatures associated with the cirrus mid-cloud height were determined from coincident rawinsonde measurements. The rawinsondes were launched from the HSRL site during this experiment.

2.4 Instrumentation Locations

For CRSPE, the VIL was located near Pine Bluff, Wisconsin (43.06° N Latitude and 270.30° E Longitude) while the HSRL was located to the east in Madison,
Wisconsin (43.08° N Latitude and 270.58° E Longitude). The HSRL was located a distance of 24 km from the VIL at an azimuth of 87° (1.26 km North and 23.97 km East of the VIL). One of the VIL scan planes was aligned over the position of the HSRL viewing the same cirrus clouds as the HSRL. In relation to Pine Bluff, Wisconsin, the VAS was situated at a zenith angle of 52.90°, an azimuth angle of 244.58°, and a distance of 38017.73 km. The time periods of the experiment under investigation are from 18:07 to 19:24 GMT and from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989. The separation of the time periods was a result of a break in the VIL data set. The wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and pressure at the cirrus cloud heights were determined from coinciding rawinsonde profiles. There were four rawinsondes launched from Madison, Wisconsin on December 1, 1989, two of which were used: 18:00 GMT and 21:24 GMT. To create individual profiles between these times, the rawinsonde data was linearly interpolated between the 18:00 and 21:24 profiles.

Three remote sensing instruments were used to determine the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. The VIL was used to determine the cirrus cloud structural properties since it viewed the three dimensional cirrus cloud structure. Cirrus cloud cover percentages and horizontal structure functions were calculated from the three dimensional data. The VIL area averaged cirrus cloud structure was compared to the cirrus cloud structure measured by the HSRL. This allowed for the determination of the sampling errors associated with cirrus cloud point measurements. To calculate the cirrus cloud optical properties, all three remote sensing instruments were used. The HSRL was used to calibrate the VIL to determine the visible cirrus cloud optical properties throughout a mesoscale volume. The VAS was used to determine the infrared cirrus cloud optical properties for the same volume.
3 Cirrus Cloud Mesoscale Structure

Many previous measurements of the cirrus cloud morphology have been made using ground based vertically pointing instruments. These cloud measurements were aligned along the wind due to the advection of atmospheric structure over the instrument. Attempts by these point measurements to represent the general cirrus cloud structure relied on the uniformity of the clouds throughout the area under consideration. If the cirrus clouds varied significantly across the wind, then point measurements along the wind could not be used to represent the large scale cirrus cloud structure. The VIL cirrus cloud scans were used to observe the cirrus cloud structure in an atmospheric mesoscale volume. Cirrus cloud structural variations within this volume were used to determine the cirrus cloud variability and the sampling errors associated with cirrus cloud point measurements.

During CRSPE, the VIL scanned a volume of the atmosphere containing cirrus clouds. Each cross wind scan showed a two dimensional picture of the cirrus clouds. A time series of cross wind scans revealed the three dimensional cloud structure where it was assumed that there was no time variation during the advection of the cirrus clouds by the wind. Once a cirrus cloud threshold value was chosen for the VIL data within the volume, the cloud cover percentage and horizontal structure within the mesoscale volume could be calculated from consecutive cross wind scans. A cirrus cloud threshold denotes the smallest backscattered signal considered to be from a cirrus cloud. A threshold value was determined by examining a histogram of the VIL backscattered signal from the cirrus cloud heights, 6 to 11 km, for the time periods under consideration (Figure 2). A clear distinction between cirrus cloud backscatter and the background aerosol backscatter was seen. The range squared, energy normalized VIL data greater than the chosen threshold value (3.48 in Figure 2) was assumed to have been backscattered from the cirrus cloud ice crystals. Backscatter values smaller than the threshold were considered to be the result of non-cirrus aerosols and molecules. Since the threshold was chosen from a series of VIL cross wind scans, the cirrus cloud threshold value was constant for
the whole data set. Only data within a horizontal distance of 30 km from the VIL was used in the cirrus cloud determination. The 30 km distance was chosen to retain a consistent threshold value throughout the data set. When the distance to the scatterers becomes large, the VIL signal becomes instrument limited causing the thinner cirrus clouds to go undetected. The calculations of the cirrus cloud structure are done in the following subsections.

3.1 **Horizontal Cirrus Cloud Structure**

The cirrus cloud threshold determined in the previous section allows the cirrus cloud structure to be examined. To calculate the cirrus cloud cover percentage within the mesoscale volume, RTI (Range Time Indicator) profiles were created at 100 m intervals along the VIL cross wind scan up to a distance of 30 km from the VIL. A RTI is a plot of the backscattered signal where time is the x-axis and altitude is the y-axis. A total of 601 RTIs were created for each time period. Consecutive points in each RTI were separated by 85.5 seconds, the time between consecutive cross wind scans. The cross wind scan time separation was converted into a distance by using the average wind speed measured by the rawinsonde at the cirrus cloud heights. An average wind speed of 35 ms$^{-1}$ resulted in a distance between scans of approximately 3 km. The RTIs simulated 601 vertically pointing lidar systems situated across the wind at 100 m intervals. The cloud cover percentage from each RTI shows the cloud cover that would be observed by a vertically pointing lidar system at that position. To determine the presence of cirrus clouds, the VIL backscattered signal between the heights of 6 and 11 km in each simulated vertical profile was compared to the cirrus cloud threshold value. If any of the data points between the given heights for each vertical profile (for each simulated RTI) had a value greater than the cirrus cloud threshold value, then that RTI point contained cirrus clouds. Otherwise the point was labeled clear.

The cloud cover percentage calculated from the simulated RTIs was used to determine the spatial variability of cirrus clouds within a mesoscale volume. A direct
Figure 2: 50 point histogram of the VIL signal from the cirrus cloud heights, 6 km to 11 km. The x-axis is the logarithm of the VIL range square corrected, energy normalized signal. The y-axis is the percentage of points in each interval. Notice the local minimum near 3.5. This shows a clear separation between the cirrus cloud ice crystal backscatter and the background aerosol and molecular backscatter at 1064 nm.
comparison of average cloud cover seen by the VIL and the cloud cover detected by individual VIL RTIs shows the difference between point and area measurements of the cirrus cloud structure. Cirrus cloud-nocloud structure functions was calculated to determine the horizontal dimensions of the cirrus clouds and the distance separating the individual cloud structures. A cross wind structure function was used to determine the separation between and length of the cirrus clouds across the wind. An along wind structure function was used to determine the length of the cirrus clouds and the distances separating these clouds along the wind.

A three hour time period on December 1, 1989 was investigated. As described earlier, this three hour data set was split into two sections which were chosen as a result of the continuity of the VIL data. The first time period extended from 18:08 to 19:24 GMT and the second from 19:29 to 20:21 GMT on December 1, 1989. The earlier period contained a large amount of scattered cirrus clouds while the later period had some scattered cirrus clouds early but at 20:30 GMT a widespread precipitating cirrus cloud deck was advected into the region.

3.1.1 Cirrus Cloud Cover Percentage

Cirrus cloud cover percentages were calculated for the VIL simulated RTIs and the HSRL RTI for the two time periods. To compare the VIL and HSRL cloud cover percentage values, the HSRL data had to be shifted upwind to the position where the same cirrus clouds occurred in the VIL scans. This time shift (~10 minutes) was used to match the two data sets. The shift was determined from the distance between the two systems and the average wind speed at the cirrus cloud heights. The average wind direction at the cirrus cloud heights, determined by the rawinsonde, was used to calculate the direction to shift the HSRL data upwind. The HSRL shifted RTI and VIL simulated RTI cirrus cloud cover percentages were then compared for the two data periods.

For the first time period (18:08-19:24 GMT), broken cirrus clouds were advected into the region from 278° to 297° at wind speeds ranging from 26 ms⁻¹ to
40 ms\(^{-1}\). Cirrus cloud cover percentages were calculated for the 60 km of VIL vertical profiles spaced every 100 m (Figure 3). The individual RTIs show cirrus cloud cover percentages ranging from 54.7% 17.2 km south of the VIL to 100% both directly above the VIL and 30 km to the north of the VIL. The mean cloud cover was 81.5% for the mesoscale volume. The maximum difference in cloud cover between two RTIs in the 60 km spread was 45.3%. The maximum cloud cover difference between two RTIs 10 km apart was 27.8%. For the same time period, the time shifted HSRL data had a cloud cover percentage of 100%. Since the VIL along wind scan was not perpendicular to the wind axis, the cirrus clouds seen by the HSRL passed 5.54 km to the north of the VIL.

There are a couple of interesting features to note in Figure 3. A cloud cover percentage of 100% was seen directly above the VIL. This maximum was the result of a very thin cirrus cloud layer located at a height of 10 km, the tropopause. This high cloud cover percentage was the result of specular reflection from ice crystals. Specular reflection occurs when higher than normal signal is backscattered to the receiver due to specific ice crystal orientations. When the cirrus cloud ice crystals are in the form of plates they can become positioned such that their flat surfaces are parallel to the ground. This plate orientation causes enhanced laser backscatter when the lidar at the ground is viewing vertically. Directly above the VIL specular reflection occurred but the backscattered signal off the vertical did not show this enhanced backscatter. This reveals the importance of tilting the receiver of a vertically pointing lidar system slightly off of the vertical. For this early time period, the HSRL saw 100% cirrus cloud cover due to the oriented ice crystals. The VIL also detected signal from this height but the backscatter signal was smaller than the threshold value, causing the VIL to miss these clouds (except for the cases where specular reflection occurred). During this experiment, the HSRL was tilted off of the vertical to remove the occurrence of specular reflection. The 100% cirrus cloud cover percentage seen by the HSRL shows that specular reflection was a problem and that the HSRL receiver was not tilted as far off of the vertical as was originally thought.
A second interesting feature in Figure 3 was the variation of the cirrus clouds within the volume. By comparing the cirrus cloud cover at 17.2 km and 24.7 km to the south of the VIL, a cloud cover difference of 27.8% was seen. This difference shows the variability of cirrus clouds across a short distance (7.5 km) even when the cloud cover is averaged in time. This cirrus cloud variability shows possible sampling errors when point measurements are used to represent the cirrus cloud cover over an area. A point measurement made at either 17.2 km or 24.7 km south of the VIL could not accurately describe the general cirrus clouds structure within a mesoscale volume. This reveals the difficulties encountered when using a single vertically pointing system to describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure over a large area. The variation of cirrus clouds within a small region suggests a need to view cirrus clouds throughout the mesoscale volume.

Since cirrus clouds affect the incoming solar radiation, an error in the cirrus cloud cover percentage will result in changes in the calculated visible radiative flux reaching the surface of the Earth. The magnitude of the change in the calculated visible radiative flux will determine whether the cirrus cloud cover needs to be considered when discussing climate warming. To estimate the magnitude of this change in the incoming solar flux, consider a simple calculation for the change in the direct solar flux due to an incorrect cirrus cloud cover percentage:

\[
\Delta F = \mu_0 \frac{r_0^2}{r^2} \left| S_{con} \Delta P_{cld} + S_{con} \Delta P_{cld} T \right|
\]  

(18)

where:
Figure 3: Cloud cover percentages calculated for 601 simulated RTIs for the time period 18:08 to 19:24 GMT on December 1, 1989. The x-axis is the distance from the VIL (north is positive). The y-axis is the cloud cover percentage. The solid line is cloud cover percentages for each VIL simulated RTI (consecutive RTIs are separated by 100 meters). These cloud cover percentages are aligned along the wind resulting in a time average of the cirrus clouds for each RTI. The solid circle is the time shifted HSRL cloud cover percentage. The dashed line is the average VIL cloud cover percentage for this time period. Note the specular reflection directly above the VIL.
\[ S_{\text{con}} = \text{mean annual solar constant (1380 W m}^{-2}) \]
\[ \Delta P_{\text{cir}} = \text{change in percentage of sky which is clear } (- \Delta P_{\text{cl}}) \]
\[ \Delta P_{\text{cl}} = \text{change in percentage of sky which is cloudy} \]
\[ T = \text{transmission through the cloud } (\exp(-\tau_{\text{vis}})) \]
\[ \tau_{\text{vis}} = \text{visible scattering optical depth} \]
\[ \mu_o = \cos \text{ of the solar zenith angle} \]
\[ r_o = \text{mean Earth-Sun distance} \]
\[ r = \text{actual Earth-Sun distance} \]

On the right hand side of Equation 18, the first term is the change in radiance produced from the transmission of the solar radiation through the cloudless atmosphere while the second term is the change in radiance error produced from the transmission of solar radiation through the cirrus clouds. The absolute value was taken because we are only interested in an estimate of the magnitude of the change of the incoming solar radiation, not whether warming or cooling would occur. For the Earth, \( \mu_o \) is described as the following:

\[ \mu_o = \sin \delta \sin \phi + \cos \delta \cos \phi \cos \omega \]  

(19)

where \( \phi \) is the latitude and \( \delta \) is the solar declination angle which is defined as:

\[ \delta = 23.45 \sin \left( \frac{360^\circ}{365} \left( d_n + 284 \right) \right) \]  

(20)

with \( d_n \) as the day of the year. The hour angle, \( \omega \), is defined as:

\[ \omega = -15^\circ H \]  

(21)

where \( H \) is number the of hours from local noon. \( \frac{r^2}{r^2} \) can be rewritten in the following form:
\[
\frac{r^2}{r_0^2} = 1 + 0.033 \cos \left( \frac{360° d_n}{365} \right)
\]  

Equations 18 to 22 were used to estimate a change in the direct visible radiative flux seen at the surface of the earth due to an incorrect cirrus cloud cover. The cloud cover percentage error used for the first time period was the difference between the minimum and maximum VIL RTI cloud cover percentages. The HSRL cloud cover percentage for the same cirrus cloud deck was not used because of possible contamination by specular reflection. The absorption of solar radiation by the atmospheric constituents was neglected in these calculations. For the first time period, the transmissivity of the cirrus clouds at solar wavelengths was defined by the cirrus cloud visible optical depth measured by the HSRL, \( \tau_{vis} = 0.257 \).

An estimate of the change in solar flux at the surface of the earth for Madison, Wisconsin at 13:00 GMT on December 1, 1989 was calculated using Equation 18. For this time period, a 45.3% difference in cirrus cloud cover resulted in a change of 58.18 Wm\(^{-2}\) seen at the surface of the Earth. The magnitude of this error was approximately 14 times greater than the effects due to the doubling of CO\(_2\), 4 Wm\(^{-2}\). Obviously an incorrect cloud cover will have an important effect on both the radiative balances occurring in the atmosphere and the models simulating the radiative and dynamical structure of the Earth's atmosphere. Even though Equation 18 does not incorporate the Earth's surface albedo or absorption by atmospheric gases, it does show the need for the accurate simulation of cirrus clouds and their global coverage.

For the later time period (19:29 to 21:20 GMT), scattered cirrus clouds were present until 20:30 when a widespread, three kilometer thick, cirrus cloud deck was advected into the region from approximately 277°. The area averaged cloud cover for the VIL was 76.8%, 4.7% smaller than the previous time period. The HSRL cloud cover was 67.9% (Figure 4), resulting in a cloud cover difference between the two systems of 8.9%. The minimum cloud cover detected by a VIL RTI was 59.0%, from 0.7 to 1.0 km north of the system. The maximum detected cloud cover was 100%, 29.8 km to the north. A maximum cloud cover difference of
41.0% was seen between the VIL RTIs. The maximum cirrus cloud cover difference detected between RTIs separated by 10 km was 30.8%. Again large variations in the cloud cover were noticed depending on the location of a vertically pointing lidar. Specular reflection does not have as large of an effect on the cloud cover percentages because most of the cirrus clouds were lower and optically thicker than the previous time period. Also, the thin cirrus layer at the tropopause was not detected after 20:00 GMT.

By using Equation 18 for Madison, Wisconsin at 14:30 GMT on December 1, 1989, with an average $\tau_{\text{vis}} = 0.428$ for the cirrus clouds (measured by the HSRL), a change of 12.36 Wm$^{-2}$ was seen at the surface of the Earth. This value was approximately five times smaller than the previous time period. The early time period had a large cloud cover difference and small optical depth. The latter had a smaller cloud cover difference and a larger optical depth. It also had less incident solar radiation due to the time of day. There were compensating effects during the second time period due to the larger optical depth and the smaller cloud cover difference. The larger cirrus cloud optical depth reduced the incoming solar radiation more than the earlier time period but the smaller cirrus cloud cover percentage difference decreased the effect of the cirrus clouds on the radiation balance. The change in the radiative flux caused by cirrus clouds for either time period would dominate the atmospheric temperature increases caused by the doubling of CO$_2$. This implies that knowledge of the spatial structure is very important in understanding the radiative effects of cirrus clouds on the climate.

As was previously shown, cirrus clouds can vary significantly over a mesoscale area. Very precise point measurements of cirrus clouds will not give reliable statistics of the cirrus clouds due to the cloud sampling errors. Better instruments which only measure a vertical profile through the atmosphere would not be able to accurately describe the influence of the cirrus cloud spatial structure on the climate because of the sampling errors. Even a very long time average would not give an accurate description of the cirrus clouds. The long time average would be biased because the clouds have to be advected over the instrument. The cross wind
cirrus cloud variation would not be detected, and, as shown previously, this can be significant (especially if the cirrus clouds tend to align along the wind direction). Although the VIL has been used to determine the cirrus cloud spatial structure throughout a mesoscale volume, the effects of this cirrus cloud variation on the Earth’s radiation balance has yet to be determined.

In some models which simulate the effects of cirrus clouds on the Earth’s radiation balance, the three dimensional cirrus clouds have been averaged to produce a cirrus cloud layer with the equivalent radiative properties, an ‘equivalent uniform layer’. This reduction in complexity of the cirrus cloud radiative properties can be achieved for the radiative effects of the cirrus clouds at one wavelength of radiation according to the mean value theorem. Complexities arise in this process when the radiative effects of the cirrus clouds has to be described at two different wavelengths, say at both visible and infrared wavelengths. In this case, the radiative effects at both wavelengths have to be matched within the equivalent uniform layer of cirrus clouds, which may not be possible. Even if an equivalent uniform layer was used, the radiative properties of the cirrus clouds may be reproduced but the dynamical structure of the atmosphere would not be reproduced. Since clouds are an integral part of the atmosphere they affect both the radiative balance and the dynamical structure. An equivalent uniform cloud field will not have the same dynamical effect as multi-layered scattered cirrus cloud field. As an example, if a previously uniform cirrus cloud field was evaporating and breaking up, then there would be regions of subsidence within the cloud field. This will not be simulated in a model using an equivalent uniform layer as a parameterization for cirrus clouds.

3.1.2 Structure Functions

A cirrus cloud-nocloud horizontal structure function was calculated for the three hour time period, 18:08 - 21:20 GMT (Figure 5), using the following equation:
Figure 4: Same as Figure 3 except for the time period from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989.
\[ SF_{AA}(l) = \frac{1}{N-l} \sum_{k=0}^{N-l-1} [A_k - A_{k+l}]^2 \] (23)

where:

- \(A_k\) = the cloud-nocloud value (either 1 or 0) at point \(k\)
- \(A_{k+l}\) = the cloud-nocloud value (either 1 or 0) value at the point \(k + l\)
- \(l\) = lag
- \(N\) = number of points

A maximum in the structure function shows a negative correlation between points separated by the lag, i.e. length of the cloud; a relative minimum indicates a positive correlation between points separated by the lag, i.e. the distance between clouds (except at zero separation which is defined to be zero). For the structure function, the width (or length) of the cloud occurs at a local maximum. This was not the half-width of the cloud because if the lag was equal to half the cloud length, an increase in the lag would cause an increase in the structure function.

Structure functions were determined both along and across the wind. For the structure functions aligned with the wind, the lag was a function of time. This lag was converted into a distance using the average rawinsonde measured wind speed at the cirrus cloud heights. The along wind structure function was used to determine the length of the cirrus clouds and distance between cirrus clouds. For the cross wind structure functions, the lag was a function of distance. The cross wind structure functions shows the the length of the cirrus clouds and the distance between clouds across the wind.

A series of along wind structure functions were calculated for the 60 km of VIL data for the combined 3 hour time period (Figure 5). The plotted structure functions consist of individual structure functions 25 km north and south of the VIL, a structure function for the cirrus clouds occurring directly above the VIL, and an area averaged structure function. A large amount of variation between
the individual structure functions was seen in Figure 5. The along wind structure function 25 km to the north revealed approximately a 6 km (3 minute) length for the cirrus clouds. This structure function had very little variation because 25 km to the north of the VIL the sky had over 95% cloud cover as seen in Figures 3 and 4. The structure function 25 km to the south of the VIL showed a separation between clouds of approximately 262 km (125 minutes) with a cirrus cloud length of 147 km (70 minutes). The cirrus clouds directly overhead had a separation of 262 km (125 minutes) with a 141 km (67 minutes) cloud length. The average structure function for the mesoscale region imaged by the VIL revealed a 273 km (130 minutes) separation between clouds and an average cloud length of 130 km (62 minutes). Smaller scale oscillations were embedded on the individual structure functions. These oscillations show small scale variations in the cirrus features. The effects of the area averaging can be seen in the average structure function where the small scale oscillations have been smoothed out. The half width of the cirrus cloud, 65 km, shows the average distance that a satellite has to move its field of view along the wind direction to view the ground. If a vertically pointing system were used to determine the cirrus cloud structure, the result would be a single structure function defining the whole region. As was seen here, this would not be representative of the volume.

The average cross wind structure function is shown in Figure 6. This structure function increases slowly with the lag because a greater percentage of the cirrus clouds occurred to the north of the VIL. The movement of a widespread cirrus cloud deck from the northwest into a region which previously contained scattered cirrus clouds biased the structure function to larger lag distances. The average cross wind structure function shows cirrus clouds with lengths of 14 km and 43 km. The distance between cirrus clouds was 24 km. As expected, the cross wind structure function was very different than the along wind structure function during this time period. The length of the cirrus clouds along the wind was about 9 times larger than the cirrus cloud length across the wind. The difference in the
Figure 5: Along wind structure functions for December 1, 1989, from 18:08 to 21:20 GMT, calculated from the VIL simulated RTIs. The x-axis is the lag in the structure function in minutes (1 minute is approximately 2100 meters). The y-axis is the cloud-nocloud structure function. Plotted are: the average along wind structure function for the 60 km spread (thick solid line), structure function for a RTI 25 km south of the VIL (circles), structure function for an RTI 25 km north of the VIL (squares), VIL structure function for a RTI directly overhead (diamonds). More detailed explanations are in the text.
average structure functions for the two scan directions results in an aspect ratio (length/width) of 9:1 for the cirrus clouds. This aspect ratio suggests that, for this experiment, the cirrus clouds tended to be aligned along the wind. A longer time period has to be analyzed to get a better understanding of the average cirrus cloud horizontal structure.

To get a statistically accurate measurement of the distance between clouds the structure function has to become either independent of the lag or a constant which is periodic with the lag. This was only seen for the individual cirrus cloud structure function 25 km to the north of the VIL. The other structure functions gave local measurements of the cirrus cloud structure since the structure function varied with the lag. A longer time period is needed to get better cloud cover statistics for the structure function calculations. This process can be performed on the FIRE II VIL data set.

3.2 Vertical Cirrus Cloud Structure

The vertical cirrus cloud structure during the two time periods was very complex. From 18:08-19:24 GMT, there was mostly scattered optically thin cirrus clouds which occurred both individually and in layers as seen in Figure 1. The lowest level clouds occurred at a height of 6 km while the highest cirrus clouds were seen at 10 km. The uppermost clouds occurred at the tropopause and consisted of ice crystals as seen by the specular reflection from the layer (as described in Section 3.1.1). The majority of the cirrus clouds occurred between the heights of 6 and 9 km, often overlapping at different levels. Occasionally, a precipitating cirrus cloud advected into the region at a height of 8 km between 25 km north and 25 km south of the VIL. These precipitating cirrus clouds are seen in the bottom half of Figure 1, the along wind scan. Virga fell approximately 2 km from these clouds before evaporating. Most of the cirrus clouds during this time period were seen north of the VIL.
Figure 6: Cross wind structure function for December 1, 1989, from 18:08 to 21:20 GMT, for the 60 km of VIL data. The x-axis is the lag in the structure function in distance (km). The y-axis is the cloud-nocloud structure function. This plot shows the average cross wind structure function for the 3 hour time period. The minimum around 24 km shows the average distance between the cirrus clouds. The peak determines an average cirrus cloud cross wind length of 14 km.
For the second time period, 19:29 to 21:20 GMT, the cirrus clouds were more widespread. At 19:30 GMT, the cirrus clouds were similar to the earlier period with scattered thin cirrus clouds throughout most of the region. Again, these clouds often occurred in multiple layers. At 19:40 a precipitating cirrus cloud layer at a height of 8 km between 20 and 40 km to the south of the VIL moved into the region (Figure 7). This layer lasted for about one hour with virga falling 1 to 2 km below the precipitating layer. At 20:30 GMT, an extensive precipitating cirrus cloud deck advected into the region between 20 km south and 30 km north of the VIL (Figure 8). The precipitating layer occurred between heights 8.5 and 9.5 km with ice crystals falling to a height of 6 km. As the time period progressed, the cirrus cloud deck increased in optical thickness. Both to the north and south of the cirrus cloud deck multiple layers of thin cirrus clouds were seen. Also in Figure 8, the attenuation of the VIL signal can be seen. This loss of signal occurs between 7 km and 9 km further than 40 km north of the VIL and further than 30 km south of the VIL. The cirrus cloud layer at the tropopause was visible until 20:00 GMT.

3.3 Cloud Structure Summary

It has been shown that cirrus clouds are very complex in both the horizontal and vertical directions. These clouds are not homogeneous in either direction and can not be assumed so. Their complex structure needs to be viewed throughout a mesoscale sized volume to accurately describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure. These clouds have to be accurately described to understand the radiation balance in the Earth's atmosphere. The data set studied was only for a three hour time period. To better understand the general properties of the cirrus cloud spatial structure, a larger set of cirrus cloud data needs to be analyzed.
Figure 7: Typical cirrus clouds seen from 19:29 to 20:15 GMT. The x-axis is the distance from the VIL and the y-axis is altitude. The top picture is a cross wind scan, scanning from the North (357°) to the South (177°). The bottom picture is an along wind scan, scanning West (267°) to East (87°). The scan times are given in local time (CST). Both scans show the cirrus cloud variability.
Figure 8: Same as Figure 7 but for the time period of 20:30 to 21:20 GMT. The precipitation from the cirrus clouds is easily seen in the along wind scan. Note the effects of attenuation at the longer slant paths in the bottom scan between 20 and 60 km West of the VIL near a height of 8km (also between 40 and 60 km East of the VIL at the same heights).
4 Cirrus Cloud Visible Optical Properties

Examination of the cirrus cloud structure has shown the advantages of a volume scanning system and the difficulties encountered by a vertically pointing instrument when attempting to describe the cirrus cloud spatial structure across a mesoscale volume. As shown by the simple radiative transfer calculations, the cirrus cloud optical properties play an important role in the radiation balance within the Earth-Atmosphere system. Like the cirrus cloud spatial structure, the cirrus cloud optical properties at visible and infrared wavelengths may vary significantly across a mesoscale volume. The visible optical depth influences the amount of solar radiation which passes through the cirrus clouds and reaches the lower levels of the Earth’s atmosphere. The infrared optical depth moderates the amount of infrared radiation lost to space through these clouds. To understand the effects of cirrus clouds on the Earth’s radiative budget, the cirrus cloud optical properties have to be known.

Previous attempts to determine the cirrus cloud visible optical depth, to compare to the cirrus cloud infrared optical depth, have been made using satellite based radiometers and ground based lidars. The calculations using satellite data could not independently determine the cirrus cloud visible optical properties since additional measurements of the cloud coverage and cloud types within each pixel were needed. These calculations also needed measurements of the reflectivity of the Earth’s surface at the visible wavelengths for each pixel. Errors also occurred in the visible optical depth calculations due to poor calibrations of the visible channels. The visible channels were calibrated at the ground and the calibration has degraded over time. Ground based lidars have also been used to determine the cirrus cloud visible optical properties. The measurements by a vertically pointing lidar are limited by the instrument viewing capability. These lidars only observe the cirrus clouds advected over their position producing biased results due to the cirrus cloud spatial variability and the possible preferential alignment of the cirrus clouds. A volume scanning ground based lidar needs to view a large enough
volume of the atmosphere to remove pixel alignment errors associated with the direct comparison of the cirrus clouds viewed by the scanning lidar and the satellite radiometer (described in Section 5).

A new technique to calculate the cirrus cloud visible optical properties throughout a mesoscale volume is described in the following section. This method uses coincident cirrus cloud measurements from two ground-based lidar systems, the VIL and the HSRL. The cirrus cloud visible aerosol backscatter cross sections calculated from the HSRL data are used to calibrate the VIL backscattered signal. The VIL cirrus cloud scans will then be used to extend the calibration to a mesoscale volume. This new calibration method, which uses data from two lidar systems, was attempted without previous knowledge of the errors associated with this calibration process.

4.1 Calibration Technique

The VIL and HSRL were aligned to view the same cirrus clouds during CRSPE. This alignment allowed the cirrus clouds to be used as a calibration target for the single channel VIL data. This calibration scheme was possible because the HSRL unambiguously determined the aerosol backscatter cross sections throughout the depth of the cirrus cloud as described in Section 2.1. The HSRL $\beta'_a(180, R)$ were directly correlated to the VIL backscattered signal for the simultaneously measured cirrus clouds. This was achieved using a cirrus cloud point comparison applied between the VIL backscattered signal and the HSRL $\beta'_a(180, R)$.

Before the VIL backscattered signal could be calibrated, corrections had to be made to the VIL data. The VIL backscattered signal which was at the limit of detectability of the receiver had to be removed from the data set. If these system limited points were included in the VIL–HSRL comparison, an erroneous VIL signal calibration would result. The technique to remove the instrument limited data points is described in Appendix A. After the system limited points were removed from the data set, the VIL signal had to be corrected for angular
dependencies in the data and/or possible temporal variations in the receiver (field of view changes or a change in gain of the avalanche photo-diode). This was accomplished by normalizing the VIL backscattered signal to a low level aerosol layer. This normalization technique, which required a spatially and temporally uniform aerosol layer to relate the VIL backscattered signal throughout time and space, is described in Appendix B.

After the corrections were made to the VIL data, a cirrus cloud point comparison between the VIL corrected raw signal and the HSRL $\beta'(180, R)$ was achieved. The VIL data which viewed the clouds over the HSRL were converted into an altitude verses time profile (RTI) simulating the HSRL data set. The HSRL RTI and VIL simulated RTI are shown in Figure 9. To create the VIL RTI, the backscattered signal was converted from spherical coordinates into cartesian coordinates. The VIL data was then averaged in distance around the HSRL site (24 km to the East of the VIL) to match the one minute averaging of the HSRL profiles. The average wind speed at the cirrus cloud heights was used with the averaging time of the HSRL data to determine the VIL averaging distance ($\sim 2$ km). Errors between the positioning of the VIL and HSRL vertical profiles were caused by misalignments between the VIL along wind scan plane and the HSRL position (due to VIL scan angle errors). A cross correlation between the HSRL RTI and VIL RTI cloud points was calculated to find the best fit between the two profiles. The position of the peak in the cross correlation was compared to the position of the peak of an autocorrelation of the HSRL RTI data points. The difference between the peak positions for the two correlations revealed shifts between the two RTIs. For the 19:29-21:20 GMT time period, the VIL data was shifted one point (60 m) in the vertical and one point (one scan, 85 seconds or approximately 3 km) in the horizontal compared to the HSRL data. The horizontal and vertical shifts between the data sets can result from: misalignment between the VIL scan direction and the wind direction, scan angle errors, and/or inconsistent time measurements between the two systems. The misalignment of the VIL scan direction in relation to the wind direction can lead to significant errors if there are large spatial variations
in the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. The associated errors result from the differences in the spatial averaging used to produce the HSRL and the VIL simulated vertical profiles. The HSRL data were averaged along the wind axis while the VIL data were averaged along the cirrus cloud scan axis; the two profiles were produced from different sections of the atmosphere. (The variations of the cirrus cloud particles and the associated errors are discussed at the end of this section.) Another problem can be the misalignment of the VIL along wind scan. Slight scan angle miscalculations will lead to relatively small distance errors. A $0.5^\circ$ error in the scan angles (azimuth and/or elevation) will lead to a 200 m error in scan position with regards to the HSRL profile. This can easily account for the vertical shift between the two data sets. A third problem resulted from differing time records between the two systems. The HSRL clock times were taken from the telephone. The times were given to the minute so they were $\pm 30$ seconds. The telephone time was then stored in a Whole Sky Imager computer. Over a two week period, this clock drifted tens of seconds. Therefore the HSRL times are believed to be $\pm 1$ minute. The VIL times were set from the radio every day resulting in less than 5 seconds of error. A 1 minute error between the two data sets is approximately a 2 km error in the cirrus cloud comparison. The shift of the VIL simulated RTI in relation to the HSRL RTI can be accounted for by these errors.

The resulting profiles, HSRL RTI and the shifted VIL simulated RTI, were compared on a point by point basis. The result of this comparison can be seen in Figure 10. A straight line of slope one which best fits the cirrus cloud backscatter data was also plotted. This best fit straight line was used to calibrate the VIL data; it related the VIL backscattered signal directly to the cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume calculated from the HSRL data. A one-to-one relationship was expected because of the assumption that the scattering by the ice particles was independent of the wavelength of the incident visible radiation.
Figure 9: Comparison of cirrus clouds over Madison, Wisconsin from 18:08 to 23:20 GMT. The x-axis is time and the y-axis is altitude. The top picture is the HSRL RTI. The bottom picture is a VIL RTI 24 km East of the VIL over the HSRL. The VIL RTI is a synthetic RTI created from the VIL cirrus cloud scans to simulate the HSRL RTI. These two RTIs were used for the cirrus cloud point comparison between the two lidar systems.
Figure 10: VIL–HSRL cirrus cloud data point comparison on December 1, 1989 from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT. The x-axis is the logarithm of the VIL range squared corrected, energy normalized signal. The y-axis is the logarithm of the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections. Since the VIL signal was not corrected for losses due to attenuation, only the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds was used in this comparison. The cirrus cloud threshold value used in Section 3 is located at 3.48. A straight line best fit to the cirrus cloud particles is also plotted.
In Figure 10, the VIL signal contains backscatter from both aerosols and molecules. For this comparison, the molecular backscatter at 1064 nm was small compared to backscatter from the cirrus cloud ice crystals and was neglected. (The molecular signal was about twenty times smaller than the background aerosol signal at the cirrus cloud heights for the 1064 nm wavelength radiation (see Section 4.2).) The signal from non-cirrus aerosols can be seen at the lower end of the plot in Figure 10. No VIL data had values less than $10^3$ m$^2$ sr$^{-1}$. This was a result of the dynamic range of the VIL; data with values smaller than $10^3$ m$^2$ sr$^{-1}$ from a horizontal distance of 24 km could not be separated from the noise in the data system.

The VIL raw data in Figure 10 was not corrected for attenuation. To avoid attenuation problems in the initial calibration, the point comparison was only performed on the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds where attenuation was assumed negligible. This assumption would not be valid if the cirrus cloud was 1.5 km thick (with a cloud base at 6 km), had an average $\beta'_a(180, R)$ of $1 \cdot 10^{-4}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$, and was viewed at an elevation angle of $4^\circ$ out to 60 km. The optical depth would be 2 through the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds for this situation. For the cirrus clouds in this study, the average cirrus $\beta'_a(180, R)$ (from Figure 13) was $1 \cdot 10^{-5}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$. This would give an optical depth of 0.2 only at far ranges (greater than 50 km) and low elevation angles. So for a distance of 24 km the assumption of negligible attenuation through the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds (in the vertical) was valid.

The bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus cloud seen by the VIL was calibrated using the HSRL $\beta'_a(180, R)$. The result of the calibration can be seen in Figure 11. Here the VIL signal at each point was transformed into a $\beta'_a(180)$. To calibrate the VIL data throughout the depth of the cirrus clouds, corrections had to be made for signal loss due to attenuation. The technique to correct for the attenuation in the VIL data is described in Appendix C.
Figure 11: Same as Figure 10 except the calibrated VIL $\beta'_a(180, R)$ is compared to the HSRL $\beta'_a(180, R)$. A one to one line is plotted for reference.
4.2 Calibration Results

The results of the calibrated, attenuation corrected VIL data between the heights of 6 to 9 km above the HSRL are seen in Figure 12. The point comparison between the HSRL $\beta'_a(180)$ and the calibrated VIL $\beta'_a(180)$ shows more scatter than the comparison for the data between the heights of 6 and 7.5 km. This was a result of the misalignment errors between the two profiles described earlier and the usage of a bulk aerosol backscatter phase function for the correction of the attenuation in the VIL signal.

The lowest $\beta'_a(180)$ detected by the VIL at a horizontal distance of 24 km was approximately $3 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ (-6.5 in Figure 12). The VIL data centered around a value of $5.0 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ (-6.3) corresponded to non-cirrus aerosol backscatter. Little correlation was expected in this range because of the wavelength dependence of the scattering at the two lidar wavelengths by the non-cirrus aerosols. The $\beta'_a(180)$ centered around $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ (-5.0) correspond to the backscatter by cirrus cloud ice particles. In Figure 12, the VIL calibrated $\beta'_a(180)$ are approximately 1.5 times greater than the HSRL $\beta'_a(180)$. This was a result of the VIL signal being corrected for multiple scattering while the HSRL signal was not. If a multiple scattering correction factor of 0.5 was included in the calculation of the HSRL $\beta'_a(180, R)$ (similar to the VIL multiple scattering correction), then $N_a(R)$ in Equation 10 would increase resulting in an increase in $\beta'_a(180, R)$.

The calibration of the VIL data was extended to the cross wind scans for the two time periods. This extension produced aerosol backscatter cross sections for the mesoscale volume at a resolution of 2-3 km parallel to the wind (a function of the wind speed and the scanning rate of the VIL) and a resolution of 60 m in both the cross wind scan direction and the vertical. To determine whether the VIL calibrated $\beta'_a(180)$ for the mesoscale volume had a similar distribution to the VIL simulated RTI and HSRL RTI $\beta'_a(180)$ distributions, 50 point histograms of the data between the heights of 6 km and 11 km were computed. To create the VIL
Figure 12: VIL–HSRL cirrus cloud data point comparison on December 1, 1989 from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT. The x-axis is the logarithm of the calibrated VIL aerosol backscatter cross sections. The y-axis is the logarithm of the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections. The point comparison is for data between 6 km and 9 km in height, the depth of the cirrus cloud layer. A one to one line is plotted for reference.
histograms, the molecular $\beta_m(180, R)$ was calculated using Equation 11 (for 1064 nm) and subtracted from the VIL calibrated backscattered signal. This allowed for the VIL and HSRL $\beta_a'(180)$ distributions for the atmospheric aerosols to be compared.

The resulting histograms are seen in Figure 13. A peak occurs in all three histograms near $8 \cdot 10^{-6}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ (-5.2). This peak was associated with the cirrus ice particle $\beta_a'(180)$. In all three histograms, the range of $\beta_a'(180)$ for the ice crystals spanned from $1 \cdot 10^{-6}$ to $1 \cdot 10^{-4}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$. The peak at the smaller $\beta_a'(180)$, which represents the non-cirrus aerosols, occurred near $1.5 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ for the HSRL RTI and the VIL data from the mesoscale volume. The non-cirrus aerosol peak for the VIL RTI, which occurred at $5.0 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$, shows the loss of signal at far ranges for the VIL. For $\beta_a'(180)$ below $3.8 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ (neglecting attenuation affects), the VIL receiver was not sensitive enough to detect the radiation backscattered from a horizontal distance of 24 km. The $\beta_a'(180)$ limit of detectability for a distance of 6 km can be seen in the histogram of the VIL data for the mesoscale volume. The smallest detectable $\beta_a'(180)$ was $1.25 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ (-6.8) as seen in Figure 13. Some HSRL $\beta_a'(180)$ were smaller than $1.0 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$. This was a result of incomplete separation between the aerosol and molecular channels for regions with small aerosol backscatter. This incomplete separation even led to some negative HSRL $\beta_a'(180)$ beneath the cirrus cloud layer. This problem has been removed in a new configuration of the HSRL (Piironen and Eloranta (1993)). Figure 13 also shows a relative minimum value for the $\beta_a'(180)$ near $1.0 \cdot 10^{-6}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$ for all three histograms. This relative minimum shows a clear separation between the background aerosol backscatter and the ice particle backscatter. This minimum value coincides with the threshold value used for the cirrus cloud determination in Section 3. At 1064 nm, the molecular backscatter cross section at a height of 6 km (calculated from the coincident rawinsonde density profile) was $6.44 \cdot 10^{-9}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$. A typical aerosol backscatter cross section taken from the cirrus volume was $1.58 \cdot 10^{-7}$ m$^{-1}$sr$^{-1}$. By comparing these two values,
Figure 13: 50 point histograms of $\beta'_a(180)$ between heights of 6 km and 11 km from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989. The x-axis is the logarithm of $\beta'_a(180)$ and the y-axis is the percentage of points falling within each interval. Histograms of the HSRL $\beta'_a(180)$ (short dash), vertical profile of VIL $\beta'_a(180)$ over the HSRL position (24 km to the East of the VIL (solid line)), and the VIL $\beta'_a(180)$ throughout a mesoscale volume produced from consecutive VIL cross wind scans (long dash) are shown. The cirrus cloud threshold value used in Section 3 coincides with a value of $1.0 \cdot 10^{-6}$ m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$. 
it was determined that the signal backscattered by the background aerosols at a wavelength of 1064 μm was at least a factor of twenty greater than the molecular backscatter at the cirrus cloud heights during this experiment.

Although the peak at the ice crystal backscatter cross sections coincides for the three histograms, large variations are seen in the calibration plot between the VIL and the HSRL (Figure 12). The scatter seen in Figure 12 can result from variations in the $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ throughout the cirrus mesoscale volume, misalignments between the two lidar systems, and/or signal noise. The $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ are dependent on the shape (or type) of the ice crystals scattering the laser light. The $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ for different types of ice crystals can change by 0.048 sr$^{-1}$ as calculated by Takano and Liou (1989) (the values for the ice crystal $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ varied between 0.037 and 0.085 sr$^{-1}$). If the cirrus $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ changed significantly over the volume, then the actual $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ will change along with the $P_{\alpha}(180,R)$ causing errors in the attenuation correction technique. A second cause for the errors in the calibration may be a result of the variations of the ice crystal $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ across the cirrus clouds.

The variation of the $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ for visible wavelengths within the cirrus clouds will give an estimate on the allowable error between the VIL scan plane and the HSRL position. If the cirrus particles vary significantly from point to point then the alignment of the VIL has to be precise. If, on the other hand, the $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ for the cirrus particles vary slowly within the cloud, then small alignment errors will be acceptable. To determine the variation of the ice crystal $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ between the cirrus cloud data points in the scanned mesoscale volume, autocorrelations of the along wind and cross wind cirrus scans were calculated.

During the first time period (18:07-19:24 GMT) scattered cirrus clouds occurred throughout the mesoscale volume. Along the wind, there was 95.6% correlation between cirrus cloud $\beta'_\alpha(180)$ for data points separated by 100 meters in the horizontal. For a 200 meter horizontal separation, there was an 89.5% correlation between cirrus cloud points. At 500 meters, there was a 73.9% correlation and at a distance of 1000 meters, the correlation dropped to 55.9%. In the vertical, for data points separated by 60, 120 and 240 meters, there was an 82.9%, 58.9%, and
a 31.4% correlation between the ice crystal $\beta'_a(180)$, respectively. The cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$ correlations were also calculated for the VIL cross wind scans. For a 100 meter horizontal separation along the scan plane, there was a 94.6% correlation. At 200 meters, an 88.2%, at 500 meters, a 73.2% correlation, and at 1000 meters, a 54.6% correlation between the cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$. In the vertical, at a 60 meter interval, there was a 79.0% correlation, 120 meters, a 49.1% correlation, and at 240 meter separation, a $\beta'_a(180)$ correlation of 29.3% was seen.

For this time period, the horizontal and vertical correlations were similar for the along and cross wind VIL scans. Good correlation existed for points separated by 100 to 200 meters. When the length of the correlation was extended to 500 and 1000 meters, the variation between data points became significant. The high correlation at 100 and 200 meter separations in the horizontal suggest that small azimuth angle alignment errors between the two systems can be tolerated. If the misalignments between the two profiles was as large as 1000 meters, then the resulting calibration would be very poor. In the vertical, only a maximum error of 60 m could be tolerated when generating a calibration for the VIL. The vertical cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$ correlations changed more rapidly than the horizontal correlations. This was due to the vertical wind shear within the cirrus cloud. For the first time period, the larger separation lengths had correlations less than 50% for the cirrus ice crystal $\beta'_a(180)$. A calibration for the VIL could not be produced for larger separation lengths in the horizontal and the vertical due to the cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$ variations.

For the second time period (19:29-21:20 GMT), the cirrus clouds were more spatially uniform due to the presence of a cirrus cloud deck. For the along wind scan, at 100, 200, 500, and 1000 meter separations, correlations of 94.8%, 89.3%, 78.6%, and 67.9% were seen, respectively. In the vertical, at 60, 120, and 240 meter data point separations, correlations of 84.2%, 64.4%, and 45.3% were seen, respectively. For the cross wind scan, at 100, 200, 500, and 1000 meter separation between points, correlations of 95.2%, 89.3%, 75.6%, and 59.4% between the cloud data points existed. In the vertical, for 60 meter data point separation, an 82.1%
correlation was seen while at 120 meters a 59.0% correlation occurred. At a 240 meter separation in the vertical, a correlation of 36.1% was detected. During this time period, the correlation values along the wind were higher than those in the cross wind scans for the larger distances between data points. This was a result of the widespread cirrus cloud deck over most of the region at this time which had an aspect ratio of 9:1.

For the VIL RTI simulating the HSRL RTI during the first time period, the correlation between cloud points was calculated. The correlation was computed along the wind direction with a separation between points (scans) in the horizontal of approximately 3 km and with a 60 meter data point separation in the vertical. In the horizontal, correlations of 76.3%, 48.2%, 18.1%, and 15.5% were seen at 1, 2, 5, and 10 scan separations (points). In the vertical, correlations of 89.2%, 71.0%, and 52.7% were seen at 60, 120, and 240 meter separations, respectively. For the second time period, correlations of 83.3%, 65.6%, 46.9%, and 36.1% were seen for 1, 2, 5, and 10 scan separations respectively. In the vertical, separations of 60, 120, and 240 meters resulted in 88.9%, 73.3%, and 55.1% correlations between the cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections, respectively. Higher correlations were seen in the vertical because these points were taken from a single cirrus cloud scan while the horizontal data points were taken from consecutive scans. The vertical correlations were similar to the previously calculated values as would be expected. There was very little correlation between the cirrus cloud particulate $\beta_p(180)$ in the horizontal because of the large distances separating consecutive data points and the 2 km averaging along the scans to produce each profile. The second time period had higher correlations in the horizontal than the first time period. This was a result of a widespread cirrus cloud deck which occurred during the second time period while the earlier period had scattered cirrus clouds throughout the region. The scattered cirrus clouds created a situation which made it difficult to produce a VIL RTI to match the HSRL RTI. The cirrus cloud deck on the other hand had more uniformity which allowed for greater scan angle errors between the two systems. Also, the VIL scan plane was more closely aligned with the wind
direction at the cirrus cloud heights during the later period.

The cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$ correlations revealed the types of error which would occur due to misalignments between the viewing positions of the two lidars. If large scan angle errors were present (greater than 1°), then the cirrus cloud point comparison between the HSRL RTI and the VIL simulated RTI would be poor due to the variation of the $\beta'_a(180)$ within the cirrus clouds. For acceptable calibration results, the VIL azimuth angle errors have to be less than 0.5° and the elevation angle errors have to be less than 0.25°.

For the two time periods, the cirrus cloud $\beta'_a(180)$ correlation values were similar but the calibration plots were not. The attempted calibration plot for the first time period (18:08 to 19:24 GMT) was very poor and as a result was not shown. The difference between the two time periods was the direction of the cirrus cloud advection and the widespread cirrus cloud deck throughout the later period. The clouds during the first time period were advected into the region from 283° while the clouds during the second time period came from 277° (on average). This difference of 6° between the wind direction and the VIL along wind scan direction result in point comparison errors in the calibration plot. The errors occurred when the VIL data was averaged along the scan plane to simulate the HSRL data (which was averaged along the wind direction). Since the VIL was averaged over the same distance as the HSRL profile (2 km), the offset between the VIL and HSRL data points at the end of the averaging length (1 km from each system) was 200 meters for the later time period and 300 meters for the early time period. The aerosol backscatter cross section correlation values across the wind dropped approximately 14% at the end of the averaging distances for the given time periods. This reduction in correlation, along with the scattered cirrus clouds, made the production of a VIL calibration plot from the first time period data impossible. This shows the importance of either aligning the VIL along the wind or using smaller averaging times in determining the cirrus cloud visible optical properties from the HSRL.
5 Visible vs. Infrared Optical Depths

From Mie theory, in the limit of completely absorbing particles at 10.6 μm which are also large compared to visible wavelengths, the ratio of the visible scattering efficiency to the infrared absorption efficiency is expected to be 2:1. This ratio \( Q_{\text{viscat}} / Q_{\text{irabs}} \) has been used to describe the radiative properties of cirrus cloud ice crystals (Minnis (1991), p. 83). This efficiency ratio can also be written as the ratio of the visible scattering optical depth to the infrared absorption optical depth times an extinction efficiency ratio \( \frac{Q_{\text{viscat}}}{Q_{\text{irabs}}} \cdot \frac{Q_{\text{scat}}}{Q_{\text{ext}}} \). Since the ice crystals were assumed to be large compared to both visible and infrared wavelengths, the extinction efficiency ratio was one and the optical depth of cirrus clouds at the two wavelengths are directly related. A relationship of this type allows for a simple parameterization for the cirrus cloud optical properties at the two wavelengths. Measurements of the optical depth at one wavelength allows for the optical properties of the cirrus clouds at the second wavelength to be calculated. Previous modeled ratios for cirrus cloud \( \frac{Q_{\text{viscat}}}{Q_{\text{irabs}}} \) range from 1.8:1 to 4:1 (Minnis et al. (1993), p. 1281).

Few coincident measurements of the cirrus clouds optical depth at both infrared and visible wavelengths have been made to test the optical depth ratio determined from theory. Platt et al. (1980) made simultaneous measurements of cirrus clouds using a ground based lidar and a satellite based infrared radiometer. The ratio of the optical depths at the two wavelengths measured by Platt was less than 2. The cirrus clouds were observed within a 10 km by 10 km volume using a single channel lidar. The visible optical depths were determined with the aid of a calculated backscatter to extinction ratio for the cirrus clouds. Measurements of cirrus cloud optical properties were also made during a FIRE IFO using ground based and satellite measurements. The mean ratio of the visible scattering optical depth to infrared absorption optical depth for the cirrus clouds observed during the IFO was 2.13 (Minnis et al. (1990)). The cirrus clouds were observed using a satellite based visible radiometer. The visible optical depths were calculated from
these visible radiances using an iteration technique where the cloud albedo was linearly related to the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The cloud cover percent and cloud type within each pixel had to be known.

A method is described in this section to calculate the area averaged ratio of the \( T_{visc} \) for cirrus clouds. This method used VIL data calibrated using the method described in Section 4 and the VAS 11 \( \mu \)m radiance measurements. The visible scattering optical depths were determined by integrating the VIL calibrated visible extinction cross sections (calculated using Equations 12 and 14) in distance along a ray from the GOES point of view. The infrared absorption optical depth was calculated from the VAS infrared emissivities which were determined using Equation 17. The mid-cloud height used in Equation 17 was determined by the VIL and the temperature at the mid-cloud height was measured with the rawinsonde.

The VAS on GOES imaged the atmosphere over Wisconsin once every half hour. To compare the visible and infrared optical depths, the VIL mesoscale volume was viewed from the position of the GOES satellite. This was possible because the VIL imaged the cirrus clouds throughout the mesoscale volume. The resulting VIL volume can be viewed from any direction because the \( \beta_c(R') \) are known at each data point within the volume (calculated from the \( \beta'_a(180, R') \) using the bulk backscatter phase function as described earlier). For an accurate lidar and satellite cirrus cloud comparison, the VIL cirrus cloud volume was broken into one hour time periods around each VAS picture. To match the cirrus clouds in the GOES infrared image to the picture created from the VIL data, the clouds viewed by the VIL were shifted in position to the point where they would have occurred at the time of the VAS picture. The translation of the cirrus clouds was made under the assumptions that the cirrus clouds were advected at the speed of the wind at their heights and that the cirrus clouds did not change over a half hour period. The magnitude and direction of the shift was a result of the wind speed and direction at each cirrus cloud level and the time difference between the scan where the cirrus clouds occurred and the VIL scan at the time of the VAS snapshot.
To convert the VIL data within the volume into visible scattering optical depths, a ray tracing technique was used to integrate the VIL extinction cross sections between the satellite position and the ground. Rays were traced to the ground for each VIL area which had a resolution of 1.0 km by 1.0 km. The VIL extinction cross sections were integrated along each ray to determine the optical depth of the cirrus clouds for each visible pixel. The pixels were then averaged to create grids the size of the VAS infrared radiometer pixels, approximately a 10 km resolution above Madison, Wisconsin. The resulting averaged visible scattering optical depths were directly compared to the VAS infrared absorption optical depths calculated using the following equation (where $\epsilon_{ir}$ is calculated in Equation 17):

$$\tau_{ir} = -\ln(1 - \epsilon_{ir}).$$ (24)

The VAS infrared radiance satellite image was directly compared to the VIL visible optical depth simulated satellite image. The VIL visible optical depth image was position shifted to achieve the best cloud correlation between the two pictures to correct for cloud position errors in the VAS image due to satellite registration errors (this correlation was done by eye). A visible to infrared optical depth comparison was calculated for the pixels with high cloud cover percentages. The resulting comparison is shown in Figure 14. A line with a slope 2:1 is shown for reference. It should be noted that this optical depth comparison was achieved using an upper limit on $\beta'_4(180)$, not a limit on the attenuation correction factor. This upper limit of $\beta'_4(180)$ did not remove a significant number of overcorrected data points which resulted from the attenuation correction. This leads to some overestimations of the visible optical depths especially at larger optical depths.

In Figure 14, the optical depth ratio from different cirrus cloud types is represented by different symbols. The clouds labeled as '1935 A' were thin nonprecipitating cirrus clouds which often occurred in overlapping layers. The ratio for these clouds was close to 2:1 with a slight tendency for the ratio to be less than 2:1. An example of these clouds is seen in Figure 7 between 20 and 50 km to the
Figure 14: VIL visible scattering optical depths versus VAS infrared absorption optical depths for the same cirrus cloud pixels from 19:29 to 21:20 GMT on December 1, 1989. The x-axis is the VIL visible scattering optical depths. The y-axis is the VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The different symbols represent different cirrus cloud types described in the text.
north. The second cloud type, '1935 B', was a band of precipitating cirrus clouds occurring between 30 and 40 km south of the VIL in Figure 7. These clouds also show an optical depth ratio close to 2:1. Both of these cloud types had visible optical depths less than 0.5. The remaining sets of clouds were thick precipitating cirrus clouds where the optical depths often became large. Extensive virga fell from these optically thick cirrus clouds to a height of 6 km. The cirrus clouds described as '2035 A' were precipitating bands occurring ahead of a large cirrus cloud deck. The optical depth ratio for these clouds tended to be less than 2:1. A fourth type of ice cloud was labeled '2035 D2'. These were clouds in the center of a large precipitating cirrus cloud deck. The optical depth ratios for these clouds also tended to be less than 2:1. Some of the cirrus clouds were too optically thick for the VIL signal to penetrate at longer slant paths. This led to smaller than expected visible optical depths which resulted in a ratio of less than 2:1. The last group of cirrus were labeled '2035 D1'. This group consisted of three cirrus cloud cross wind scans within the large precipitating cloud deck which had vertically thin layers of high backscatter. The optical depth ratios for these clouds ranged from 2:1 to 3:1. Optical depth ratios greater than 2:1 can result from: specular reflection in the VIL data, pixel misalignments between the two images, incorrect averaging of the VIL data, instability in the VIL attenuation correction procedure, and smaller than expected scattering particles.

Specular reflection in the three cross wind scans could not have caused the thin regions of high backscatter. The increased backscatter layer extended over a horizontal range of 40 km. The ice crystal orientation would have had to change with the VIL scan angle to cause specular reflection for the whole range (which was highly unlikely). A second possible error was the allocation of the cirrus clouds into the different cirrus cloud pixels. This can result in an increase or a decrease in the optical depth ratio depending on which satellite pixel the cirrus clouds fell. The magnitude of these allocation errors are currently under investigation. Another cause for an optical depth ratio greater than 2:1 could be the result of the averaging technique to produce the visible optical depths at the 10 km scale. For each satellite
pixel, the average infrared radiance was measured. This was converted into an effective temperature which was then used to calculate the infrared optical depth. The visible optical depths were produced at a 1 km scale by averaging the extinction cross sections at each level and then integrating them with height. The 1 km visible optical depth pixels were then averaged together to produce a 10 km scale image. Since the effect of the optical depth on the transmitted radiation was nonlinear, the VIL extinction cross sections should have been averaged over the 10 km infrared image. A probable error in the optical depth comparison was the instability in the VIL attenuation correction technique. This effect only becomes important for the clouds with large optical depths since the corrections at the smaller optical depths were minimal. One last error could result if the scatterers were not large compare to both the 11 $\mu$m and 0.5 $\mu$m radiation. If the particles were spherical and consisted of ice, then the scatterers with radii between 0.1 $\mu$m and 4 $\mu$m would cause an optical depth ratio greater than 2:1.

Some other errors associated with this visible to infrared optical depth comparison are scattering of the infrared wavelength radiation by the cirrus cloud ice particles (especially at larger infrared optical depths), the assumption that the upwelling infrared radiation has a $T^4$ dependence, and the attenuation of the VIL signal through thick cirrus such that the VIL signal does not penetrate through the clouds. If infrared radiation was scattered by the cirrus cloud or reflected from the cloud base, less infrared radiation from beneath the cloud would reach the satellite radiometer. This would reduce the radiance detected by the radiometer which would result in a calculated cirrus cloud emissivity which would be larger than the actual cirrus cloud infrared emissivity. The higher cloud emissivity would result in a larger optical depth which would result in an optical depth ratio smaller than 2:1. The assumption that the upwelling infrared radiation has a $T^4$ dependence will result in an error in the calculated emissivities of approximately 3%. Another problem was the incomplete penetration of the cirrus cloud by the VIL. For the VIL, total penetration of the cirrus clouds is needed to make accurate calculations of the visible scattering optical depths across the mesoscale volume. Incomplete
penetration would cause an underestimation in the thickness of the cirrus clouds which would result in underestimations of the visible scattering optical depths. This underestimation of the cloud depth would also lower the optical depth ratio.

When comparing the VIL optical depth image to the VAS infrared radiance image, large variations were seen in the visible image while very little variation between pixels was seen in the infrared satellite image. This relative uniformity in the satellite infrared image was a result of the large area covered by each pixel and the smearing that occurred between pixels. This pixel smearing was due to the response rate of the infrared detector and the sampling rate of the VAS. Also, the calculation of the emissivity was strongly dependent on the choice of surface temperature and mid-cloud temperature as seen in Equation 17. A lower haze layer or subvisible cirrus clouds which were undetected in the satellite image would cause lower than expected surface temperatures which would decrease the cirrus cloud emissivity.

The technique described here to compare the visible scattering optical depth to the infrared absorption optical depth removes ambiguities associated with the previous visible to infrared optical depth comparison. The cirrus clouds were compared on the same scale removing horizontal homogeneity assumptions. The cirrus clouds were viewed from the same direction at the same resolution removing angular viewing effects. Since both systems viewed the cirrus cloud horizontal structure, the pixel alignment between the two images could be done. The cirrus cloud base, top, and mid-cloud height were determined for each cloud pixel from the VIL data. This removed the uncertainty of the mid-cloud height in determining the mid-cloud temperature used to calculate the cirrus infrared emissivities. For the time periods studied here, the VIL was able to detect subvisible cirrus clouds. These clouds, not seen in the infrared channels, would have been ignored in the determination of a surface temperature from a clear pixel which was used in the calculation of the cirrus cloud infrared emissivities. This removed some of the surface temperature uncertainties. At visible wavelengths, the ground albedo was needed for cirrus cloud albedo calculations from satellite based visible radiometers.
The calculation of the visible optical depth from the VIL did not need ground albedo values because the visible optical depth of the cirrus was directly determined from the integration of the cirrus visible extinction cross sections along the line of sight of GOES. The bulk cirrus cloud backscatter phase function used by the VIL was determined from the HSRL enabling the technique to be self contained.

Although it was not done in this study, the level of the cloud where maximum scattering occurs can be determined by integrating the VIL extinction cross section along a viewing angle using the ray tracing technique. The height can be compared to the mid-cloud height to calculate the errors associated with the usage of the mid-cloud temperature in determining the cirrus infrared emissivity and optical depth.

6 Conclusion

Cirrus clouds were viewed using the University of Wisconsin Volume Imaging Lidar, University of Wisconsin High Spectral Resolution Lidar, and the VAS radiometer situated on GOES. The VIL imaged the cirrus clouds within a mesoscale volume. The HSRL measured the visible scattering properties of the cirrus clouds. The VAS radiance measurements were used to calculate the infrared absorption properties for the cirrus clouds.

The backscattered radiation detected by the VIL was used to determine the horizontal and vertical structure of the cirrus clouds. The presence of cirrus clouds was determined by choosing a threshold value from a histogram of the VIL backscattered signal between heights of 6 and 11 km. The backscattered radiation in each VIL profile was compared to the threshold value to determine cirrus cloud cover percentages and structure functions. The cirrus cloud cover percentages ranged from 54.7% to 100% for simulated vertical profiles across the wind created from the VIL cross wind scans. For the two time periods studied, the area averaged cirrus cloud cover percentages were 81.5% and 76.8%. Differences in the average cloud cover were seen between the VIL area measurements and HSRL
vertical profiles. The maximum cloud cover difference of 45.3% between two VIL RTIs during the first time period was used as a cirrus cloud cover error to estimate a resulting change in the incoming solar radiation. This cloud cover error, along with an average cirrus cloud optical depth of 0.257, resulted in an estimated change in the direct solar flux of 58.18 W m\(^{-2}\) seen at the surface of the Earth. For the second time period, a cloud cover difference of 8.9% between the VIL and HSRL, associated with a cloud optical depth of 0.428, resulted in a 12.36 W m\(^{-2}\) difference in direct solar flux seen at the surface of the Earth. The errors due to the incorrect cirrus cloud cover would dominate the increase in the planetary effective temperature resulting from the doubling of CO\(_2\), especially in the case of spatially scattered, optically thin cirrus clouds. This implies that the variability of the cirrus clouds throughout a mesoscale volume has to be measured to understand the effects of these clouds on the Earth's radiation balance. Sampling errors associated with point measurements make them poor indicators of the cirrus cloud area averaged values.

The cirrus cloud horizontal and vertical structure was also examined. Structure functions were used to determine the cirrus cloud length, width, and the separation between clouds. The cirrus cloud average length along the wind was 130 km and its length across the wind averaged 14 km. The average distance between clouds along the wind was 273 km while across the wind it was 24 km. In this experiment, the cirrus clouds were typically aligned along the wind direction with an aspect ratio of approximately 9:1. Preferential alignment of cirrus clouds implies that point measurements which rely on cloud advection may not even detect cirrus clouds if large variations exist across the wind. Examination of the vertical cloud structure showed many instances of multi-layered and/or precipitating cirrus clouds. The complexity of the vertical structure shows the dependence of cloud formation on the dynamical situation in the atmosphere.

A method was described to calculate the cirrus cloud visible optical properties across a mesoscale volume. This was possible because an experiment was run where the VIL along wind scan plane crossed over the HSRL position resulting in
coincident cirrus clouds measurements. The HSRL cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections were used to directly calibrate the VIL backscattered signal. A point comparison was made for the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections and the VIL data (which was normalized to a low level aerosol layer to remove angular dependencies). This initial comparison was computed for the signal backscattered from the bottom 1.5 km of the cirrus clouds where it was assumed that the attenuation in the VIL signal was negligible. A best fit straight line was used to calibrate the VIL backscattered signal into aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume. The calibrated VIL signal was then attenuation corrected using a forward integration of the single channel lidar equation. To forward integrate the lidar equation, extinction cross sections at each data point and a multiple scattering correction factor were needed for the VIL data. Extinction cross sections were created from the VIL calibrated aerosol backscatter cross sections using a single aerosol backscatter phase function for the whole volume calculated from the HSRL data (assuming negligible molecular extinction within the cirrus cloud compared to the aerosol extinction at 1064 nm). A multiple scattering correction factor of 0.5 was used to correct the backscattered signal to account for one half of the original scattered light being diffracted by the ice particles and staying within the receiver field of view. After the VIL signal was attenuation corrected, the resulting calibrated VIL cirrus cloud aerosol backscatter cross sections were compared to the original HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections. An adequate correlation resulted between the two sets of aerosol backscatter cross sections. The largest errors in the calibration technique resulted from VIL scan angle errors leading to misalignments between the two vertical profiles, misalignments between the VIL scan direction and the wind direction, and the usage of a bulk aerosol backscatter phase function in the VIL attenuation correction technique. The alignment of the VIL scan and the HSRL vertical profile was critical since the calibration technique was dependent upon both system viewing the same cirrus cloud.

The calibration technique was used to convert the VIL signal in both scan directions into aerosol backscatter cross sections per unit volume. The calibrated
cross wind VIL data was used to calculate the visible scattering optical depth of the cirrus clouds within the mesoscale volume assuming no changes in the cirrus clouds as they were advected by the wind (over a half hour period). The visible optical depths were calculated by integrating the VIL cirrus cloud extinction cross sections along a path through the VIL observed volume traced by a ray from the position of the GOES satellite. This allowed for a direct comparison of the VIL visible scattering optical depths and VAS infrared absorption optical depths. The ratio of the VIL visible scattering optical depth to the VAS infrared absorption optical depth was approximately 2:1 (especially for thin cirrus clouds) although variations did occur. The 2:1 ratio value agrees with previous measurements by Minnis (1990). When making this optical depth comparison, the cirrus clouds detected by the VIL had to be correctly allocated into the different pixels to enable an accurate comparison with the infrared image. This process was hampered by the lack of variation in the infrared image compared to the visible cirrus cloud image.

The technique to compare the visible scattering to infrared absorption optical depths can also be used to compare the cloud cover determined from the VIL to the cloud cover calculated from the satellite infrared radiometer data using the CO₂ slicing technique. This comparison would be used to test the accuracy of the satellite based cirrus cloud climatologies. The cirrus cloud albedo and mid-cloud height calculations from satellite based radiometers can also be tested. The level of maximum scattering within a cirrus cloud can also be determined and compared with the cirrus mid-cloud heights throughout the mesoscale volume. Although these comparisons are not encompassed in this thesis they can easily be accomplished with the tools available.

This first attempt at a calibration of the VIL backscattered signal by the HSRL aerosol backscatter cross sections shows promise. Some of the inherent problems in this technique were revealed. Improvements are being made to both the VIL and the HSRL. This will result in more accurate measurements which will lead to a better understanding of the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties. The cirrus cloud detection technique and the VIL calibration technique should be
attempted on a large cirrus cloud data set to achieve a statistical representation of the cirrus cloud optical and structural properties.
A Removal of System Limited Data Points

To correctly calibrate the VIL data, the system limited data points had to be removed from the data set. At far ranges the backscattered radiation can not be separated from the system noise because the VIL signal decreases due to the range squared dependence and attenuation. When the VIL raw data is corrected for the range squared dependence, the places where the VIL signal increases monotonically as a function of the range is where the signal could not be separated from the noise as seen in Figure 15. This limit of detectability occurs where the VIL signal starts to increase with range around bin 250. The large increase in the signal around the range bin 500 was the result of radiation backscattered from a cirrus cloud.

To remove the noise dominated points, the points where the raw signal was within the noise regime had to be determined. At far ranges, the raw backscattered signal becomes linear with range when the backscattered power is plotted on a natural log scale. This was a result of both the attenuation of the transmitted pulse in the atmosphere and the range squared decrease of the signal. Shot noise occurs along with the raw signal. If the shot noise was random, as expected, then the noise should occur as a Gaussian distribution about the raw data. This would not affect the slope of the VIL data with range in Figure 15. So, if the VIL raw data was sorted according to their magnitudes and replotted on a log-linear plot, then the signal which was small and could not be separated from the noise would appear as a straight line at the lower signal magnitudes (Figure 16).

This process was applied to each VIL raw profile where the VIL backscatter signal was sorted according to their magnitudes. The sorted values were approximated using a straight line median fit. The straight line median fit was first applied to the whole sorted profile. The points occurring above the fit had large signal backscatter and were remove from the sorted set. The remaining sorted points were then refitted using a straight line median fit. After a number of successive fits, where a chosen threshold was met, the remaining points consisted only of the small signal values which could not be separated from the noise (they appear as
a straight line in Figure 16). These noise points were discarded from the original data set. For the shot used in Figure 15 and Figure 16, over one half of the data points had to be discarded. The remaining data points are the signal backscattered by aerosols and molecules in the atmosphere.
Figure 15: Removal of the noise points from the VIL raw data. The x-axis is the range bin number and the y-axis is $128 \cdot \ln \left( \frac{P}{E} \right)$ for the raw data and $128 \cdot \ln \left( \frac{P \cdot R \cdot R}{E} \right)$ for the range squared corrected raw data. The solid line is the range squared corrected VIL profile. The long dashed line is the VIL raw data profile.
Figure 16: Removal of the noise points from the VIL raw data. The x-axis is the sorted bin number. The y-axis is $128 \cdot \ln (P / E)$. The solid line is sorted VIL raw data (sorted according to magnitudes). The dashed line is the straight line median best fit to the sorted noise points.
B Data Normalization

Since the VIL mechanical axis was not aligned with its optical axis during this experiment, alignment errors were a problem for the VIL. The VIL signal varied when the system mirrors were scanned in angle as a result of partial blocking of the transmitted beam (an example is baffle blocking of the transmitted pulse). Other signal variations can also result from changes in the gain of the avalanche photodiode over time and/or field of view changes in the receiver. To remove these dependence, each VIL scan was normalized to a low level aerosol layer situated between 1 km and 2 km above the ground. Only backscattered signal falling within a bounded aerosol region were used in the data normalization. The region was bounded by a minimum and maximum height along with a minimum and maximum distance from the VIL. The minimum and maximum heights were determined by the size of the aerosol layer. The minimum range from the VIL was determined by the extent of the system overlap regime. A maximum range of 10 km was chosen to stay well above the minimum detectable signal for the VIL. The median backscattered signal from the bounded aerosol layer for each lidar profile was set equal to the median backscattered signal in the normalization regime. This normalization technique removed both the time and angular dependence of the cirrus clouds scans with the assumption that the aerosol layer did not change in time. If the aerosol layer did not have temporal and spatial uniformity, errors would result from the normalization process. Nonuniformities would cause variations in the cirrus cloud backscatter which are the result of data processing and not cirrus cloud variability. The aerosol layer used for the VIL data normalization was detected by the HSRL and appeared uniform in time. Additional errors can also result if too much outgoing signal was blocked before it left the transmitter. When this occurred, the radiation backscattered from the atmosphere was too small to be separated from the noise. These system limited data points were removed from the data set as described in Appendix A.
C Attenuation Correction

To correct for the attenuation in the VIL signal, the optical depth between the VIL and each point in the profile has to be known (Equation 1). To determine the optical depth between the VIL and each data point, the extinction cross section at each point has to be determined. Since the VIL data was converted into aerosol backscatter cross sections, these values were used to calculate the extinction cross sections. The aerosol backscatter cross sections were first converted into aerosol scattering cross sections using Equation 2 assuming no absorption and additional knowledge of a bulk $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ for the mesoscale volume. The average bulk $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ calculated with the HSRL was used as the bulk $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ for the mesoscale volume. Since no absorption at visible wavelengths by the cirrus ice crystals was assumed, Equation 14 relates the aerosol scattering cross sections to the extinction cross sections. A forward integration was performed on the resulting extinction cross sections to determine the attenuation between the VIL and each data point. The attenuation to each point was used to correct the existing VIL $\beta'_{s}(180, R)$ for signal loss. In this analysis, a multiple scattering correction was included. The attenuation along each profile was corrected by a multiple scattering factor of 0.5 which decreased the attenuation by a factor of 2 (Eloranta and Shipley (1982)). This correction factor was a result of half of the light attenuated by the cirrus cloud ice particles being diffracted in the forward direction. This diffraction peak stayed close to the initial beam and further scattering of this light by other particles resulted in greater backscatter at the receiver.

The bulk $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ for cirrus cloud particles was calculated by the HSRL for each cirrus profile. These bulk $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ were averaged over the 3 hour time period resulting in a $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ of 0.0499 sr$^{-1}$. This value fell within the expected range of $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ as described by Takano and Liou (1989). Their results give values of $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ for thin plates (0.025 sr$^{-1}$), ice columns (0.038 sr$^{-1}$), and thick plates (0.087 sr$^{-1}$). (Plates were detected at the tropopause as noted by the specular reflection described previously.) This average $\frac{P_a(180, R)}{4\pi}$ was used to correct all of
the VIL data for attenuation.

The method of a forward integration of the backscattered signal was first used to correct radar backscatter for attenuation. Hitschfeld and Bordan (1954) were one of the first to test the forward integration method. Klett (1981) showed the instability of this forward integration for large optical depths. In this study, if the one way optical depth of the cirrus cloud along each VIL profile became greater than 0.7, then the attenuation correction at further ranges (or larger optical depths) was considered to be unstable. This choice in the one way visible optical depth was chosen on the assumption of a 10% error in the VIL aerosol backscatter cross sections. The attenuation correction (using an optical depth of 0.7) of the data with a 10% error would result in a 40% error in the attenuation corrected signal.
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